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This report documents the methodology and results of the process to review and update the 
planning assumptions that the King County Wastewater Treatment Division (WTD) uses to 
forecast future wastewater flows.  

Background 
King County protects water quality and public health in the central Puget Sound region by 
providing high-quality and effective treatment to wastewater collected from 17 cities, 16 local 
sewer utilities, and 1 Indian Tribe. The County's regional wastewater system serves about 1.5 
million people, including most urban areas of King County and parts of south Snohomish County 
and northeast Pierce County. 

The wastewater system includes three large regional treatment plants (the West Point Plant in the 
City of Seattle, the Brightwater Plant in south Snohomish County, and the South Plant in the City 
of Renton), one small treatment plant and one community septic system on Vashon Island, one 
reclaimed water treatment plant in the City of Carnation, four CSO treatment facilities in the City 
of Seattle, 390 miles of pipes, 25 regulator stations, 47 pump stations, and 38 CSO outfalls. The 
conveyance system includes combined sewers in Seattle that carry both wastewater and 
stormwater; the majority of the system consists of separated sewers that carry wastewater in 
conveyance pipes. 

The Regional Wastewater Services Plan (RWSP) was approved in 1999 by Ordinance 13680 to 
ensure that King County’s regional wastewater system keeps pace with growth and protects 
public health, the environment, and the economy. The RWSP outlines programs and projects 
through 2030 to increase system capacity and function and to improve water quality; gives 
guidance on recovering and recycling beneficial resources from the wastewater treatment 
process; and provides direction on protecting and monitoring water quality and meeting permit 
conditions.  

WTD uses flow modeling to forecast future demands in the separated portion of the regional 
wastewater system and the average wet-weather flow at regional treatment plants. Input to the 
models includes information obtained from local agency sewer comprehensive plans, population 
and employment growth forecasts, measured flow and rainfall data, existing land uses, 
topography, water consumption data, and assumptions about future conditions (“planning 
assumptions”). The flow models are calibrated, usually every 10 years, based on the latest U.S. 
Census data and extensive flow monitoring. Current-year flows are used as the baseline to 
project future flows. The baseline year for previous modeling was 2000; the baseline year for 
current modeling is 2010. 

The planning assumptions were developed and applied during preparation of the RWSP. They 
are reviewed and updated as part of RWSP comprehensive reviews (“updates”), Conveyance 
System Improvement (CSI) Program plan updates, and development of the Regional Infiltration 
and Inflow Control Program. WTD works with the Engineering and Planning (E&P) 
Subcommittee of the Metropolitan Water Pollution Abatement and Advisory Committee 
(MWPAAC) in developing and updating the planning assumptions.  

In 2003, as part of the 2004 RWSP update, WTD used eight planning assumptions to forecast 
flows from 2000 baseline conditions. These assumptions were recently reviewed and updated to 
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calibrate models based on 2010 conditions and to provide wastewater flow projections for the 
RWSP 2014 comprehensive review and 2015 CSI plan update. The update of these assumptions 
is the topic of this report. 

The eight assumptions used in 2003 are as follows: 

• Design flow. King County policy requires use of a 20-year peak flow standard for sizing 
and estimating costs of conveyance facilities in the portion of the wastewater system with 
separated sewers. Modern computing allows for long-term (multiple decades) model runs 
that can simulate antecedent moisture content and estimate the recurrence interval of peak 
flow events. Antecedent moisture is the buildup of groundwater over time that affects 
total infiltration and inflow (I/I) during a storm event. A “design storm” approach based 
solely on the amount of rain from a 20-year storm does not take antecedent moisture 
conditions into account.  

• Planning horizon. The planning horizon is the furthest point in the future that WTD 
estimates future wastewater flows. The planning horizon used in previous modeling was 
2050. It was assumed that the wastewater service area would reach saturation population 
(be fully developed) by then.  

• Extent of eventual service area. Washington State’s Growth Management Act restricts 
the provision of sewer services to development in the urban growth area (UGA). Thus, 
the assumed extent of the eventual service area is the potentially sewerable area in UGAs 
in King, Snohomish, and Pierce counties where WTD provides service.  

• Future service area population. The projected population of the sewered and unsewered 
potentially sewerable areas in the UGAs was based on the 2003 Puget Sound Regional 
Council’s (PSRC) forecasted population for the Puget Sound region through 2030. The 
maximum wastewater service area population was calculated as a straight line 
extrapolation of the growth rate between 2020 and 2030 out to 2050. 

• Water conservation. WTD assumed a 10 percent reduction in daily residential, 
commercial, and industrial water consumption from the 2000 levels by 2010, with no 
additional reduction thereafter. The 2000 baseline for Seattle residential consumption was 
lower than residential consumption in suburbs of Seattle. 

• Septic system conversion. It was assumed that 90 percent of the unsewered potentially 
sewerable area in 2000 would be sewered by 2030 and that 100 percent of this area would 
be sewered by 2050.  

• Degradation I/I. Degradation is the slow decline in the condition of the conveyance 
system that allows an increase in I/I. Increases in I/I can also be caused by illicit 
connections to the sewer system. It was assumed that degradation (increase in peak I/I 
rate) from 2000 would be 7 percent per decade, with a limit of 28 percent over four 
decades.  

• New construction I/I. Based on flow monitoring of newly constructed conveyance 
facilities, WTD assumed 1,500 gallons per acre per day (gpad) for new construction I/I, 
with an increase of 7 percent per decade to approximately 2,000 gpad over four decades. 
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Methodology and Results 
Table 1 shows the previous and updated planning assumptions and summarizes the methodology 
used to update each assumption. WTD staff briefed MWPAAC’s E&P Subcommittee throughout 
the updating process. Subcommittee members provided input and data that informed the 
analyses. 

Attachments A through G provide further detail on updated assumptions. Attachment H provides 
information on the methodology used to delineate model basins and sewered areas in the 
wastewater service area.  

Six of the assumptions were updated. The following two assumptions remained the same: 

• Extent of eventual service area. No changes to the UGAs in the three counties are 
expected in the next 10 to 20 years.1 There is no reliable method to predict changes that 
may occur more than 20 years in the future.  

• Design flow. The adopted 20-year peak flow standard is the objective measure for 
designing and building conveyance facilities intended to meet permit requirements (King 
County Code 28.86.060, Conveyance Policy-1). 

The major influences leading to updates in the assumptions are a GIS-based analysis to 
determine which areas are served by sewers, flow monitoring data collected during the WTD 
Decennial Flow Monitoring project, and PSRC’s 2013 Land Use Forecast: 

• A GIS data layer of sewered areas in the regional wastewater service area was developed 
in 2000–2001 using King County Tax Assessor Parcel Data, environmentally sensitive 
areas data, and input from local agencies that contract with WTD for wastewater 
conveyance and treatment service. This data layer was updated in 2010–2011 following 
the same method. For more detail, see Attachment H.  

• The Decennial Flow Monitoring project began in 2009. A total of 235 flow meters were 
installed in the separated portion of WTD’s service area. Flow data was collected over 
two wet seasons from September 2009 through May 2011. The project resulted in the 
most comprehensive set of wastewater flow monitoring data collected by WTD since 
2001 and 2002.  

• The PSRC 2013 Land Use Forecast, based on 2010 U.S. Census data, forecasts future 
development based on how the market responds to development capacities established in 
comprehensive plans for local jurisdictions. The forecasts are available at 
http://www.psrc.org/data/forecasts/2013-forecast-products/.  

1 Executive Recommended 2012 King County Comprehensive Plan (Appendix D), 
http://www.kingcounty.gov/property/permits/codes/growth/CompPlan/archive/2012_ExecRec.aspx. 
2007 Pierce County Buildable Lands Report, http://www.co.pierce.wa.us/index.aspx?NID=923. 
2012 Buildable Lands Report for Snohomish County, 
http://www1.co.snohomish.wa.us/Departments/PDS/Divisions/PlanningandTechnology/LR_Planning/Information/D
emographics/Buildable_Lands/. 
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Table 1. Summary of Methodology and Results of Updating Planning Assumptions for Wastewater Flow Forecasting 

Category Previous Assumption Updated Assumption Methodology for Updating Assumptions 

Design flow 20-year peak flow 20-year peak flow No updates proposed.  

Planning horizon  Year 2050 (year when service area was 
assumed to be fully developed) 

50-year planning horizon Reviewed zoning trends and concluded that the service 
area will not run out of development capacity. Fifty years 
was considered to be a reasonable planning period. 

Extent of eventual 
service area 

The unsewered potentially sewerable areas in 
Urban Growth Areas in King, Snohomish, and 
Pierce counties where WTD serves 

The unsewered potentially sewerable areas in 
Urban Growth Areas in King, Snohomish, and 
Pierce counties where WTD serves 

No updates proposed. The Growth Management Act 
allows sewers only in Urban Growth Areas, and no 
changes in these areas are forecast. 

Future population 

 

2003 PSRC population and employment 
forecasts allocated to sewer basins 

2013 PSRC population and employment 
forecasts allocated to sewer basins 

Allocated Puget Sound Regional Council (PSRC) 2013 
Land Use Forecast for 2020, 2030, and 2040 to sewer 
model basins. 

Assumed straight line extrapolation from PSRC forecast 
data to produce forecasts for 2050 and 2060. 

Water Consumptiona Base Year 2000 
Seattle residential: 56 gpcd 
Other residential: 66 gpcd 
Commercial: 33 gpedb 
Industrial: 55 gpedb 

Base Year 2010  
Inside Seattle 
Residential: 46 gpcd 
Commercial: 30 gped 
Industrial: 61−68 gped 

 
Outside Seattle 
Residential: 54 gpcd 
Commercial: 18 gped 
Industrial: 45−56 gped 

Collected and reviewed indoor water consumption data 
from major water purveyors in the service area 

Water conservationa 

 

A 10% reduction between 2000 and 2010; no 
additional reduction after 2010. 

Residential: 10% reduction between 2010 and 
2030; no additional reduction after 2030 
Commercial/Industrial: Same as residential 

Collected and reviewed indoor water consumption 
projections from major water purveyors in the service 
area.  

Septic system 
conversion 

 

90% of potentially sewerable area in 2000 is 
sewered by 2030, 100% by 2050 

100% of potentially sewerable area in 2010 is 
sewered by 2060, at a rate of 20% per decade 
starting in 2010 

Reviewed a variety of sources and met with local 
agencies to update data on total developable parcels, 
total sewered parcels, and vacant developable parcels. 

Degradation I/I  

 

Model basin I/I in year 2000 with assumed 
increase of 7% per decade up to a maximum 
of 28% (over 4 decades) 

Model basin I/I in year 2010 with assumed 
increase of 7% per decade 

Used Decennial Flow Monitoring data to assess peak I/I 
from model basins that have not significantly changed in 
last 10 years and compared the data with previous 
estimate of peak I/I.  

Quantified changes in peak I/I estimates for basins with 
good data and good calibrations in both time periods.  
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Category Previous Assumption Updated Assumption Methodology for Updating Assumptions 

New construction I/I 

 

1,500 gpad with 7% degradation per decade 
increase to approximately 2,000 gpad over 4 
decades 

2,000 gpad with 7% degradation per decade 
increase 

Used Decennial Flow Monitoring data to assess peak I/I 
from newly sewered areas. 

gpcd = gallons per-capita per day; gped = gallons per employee per day; gpad = gallons per acre per day; I/I = infiltration and inflow. 
a Water consumption and conservation were combined as one assumption for the 2003 projections. 
b The same commercial and industrial per-employee daily water consumption rates applied to the whole wastewater service area. 
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Attachment A—Planning Horizon 
This attachment provides information on the previous and updated planning horizons and the 
methodology used to update the assumptions used to determine the horizons. 

Background 
The previous assumed planning horizon was 2050. Extrapolating the population growth linearly 
to 2050 and assuming everyone in the WTD service area would be sewered by 2050 provided a 
“saturation” population (no more capacity for growth) for planning purposes. 

Methodology 
A qualitative process was used to update this assumption. The concept of saturation was 
discussed among the King County demographer, Chandler Felt; PSRC principal planner, Mark 
Simonson; and WTD Comprehensive Planning and Modeling staff. The participants in the 
discussion concluded that running out of population and employment capacity in the region by 
2050 is unlikely. The trend of zoning for higher density land uses is expected to continue, and 
population will continue to increase accordingly.  

Consideration was given to basing the planning horizon on the expected life of a wastewater 
facility. However, some facilities can last as long as 100 years. Predicting future conditions 100 
years out was determined to be impractical because of the increasing levels of uncertainty further 
into the future. 

Updated Planning Assumption 
In the absence of a saturation population, the decision was made to use a 50-year planning 
horizon. Fifty years was considered as a reasonable timeframe for modeling future wastewater 
flows. This assumption was discussed with MWPAAC’s E&P Subcommittee in June and 
September 2013. 
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Attachment B—Future Population  
This attachment provides background on Puget Sound Regional Council (PSRC) data that WTD 
is using to project population and wastewater flow in its service area. It then discusses how 
PSRC data was adapted for use in the 2013 projections and summarizes the projections.  

Background  

WTD relies on forecasts from PSRC to project flows in model basins, which are delineations of 
subareas in the WTD service area used to quantify flow contributed by local sewer systems to 
various portions of the regional conveyance system (Attachment H).  

For its latest flow projections, WTD is using the PSRC 2013 Land Use Forecast as input for 
population and employment numbers. The 2013 Land Use Forecast was developed using PSRC’s 
new UrbanSim model. The model was designed primarily for transportation planning and 
modeling. It provides greater detail than previous models, can fit forecasts to different 
geographies, and forecasts growth for each year out to 2040 for residential populations and 
several employment categories. Functions of the model are as follows: 

• Requires as input an interpretation of how many housing units or square feet of building 
space can be built under existing comprehensive plans, including adjustments for 
environmentally sensitive areas.  

• Predicts land development on the parcel level. 

• Simulates the location decision for each household and job in the region. Each household 
and job ultimately is assigned to a specific building and corresponding parcel. 

WTD evaluated the consistency of the 2013 wastewater service area data provided by PSRC, the 
2000 and 2010 U.S. Census datasets, and the 2003 wastewater service area data from PSRC. The 
evaluation revealed that the different datasets matched well at the service area level but not at the 
treatment plant service area and model basin levels. This variability can be expected because 
WTD geography is not the focus of PSRC calibrations. Specific reasons are as follows:   

• UrbanSim was benchmarked to the household level data from the 2000 and 2010 Census, 
not the raw population level data. 

• The 2013 WTD model basin forecasts were developed by aggregating the UrbanSim 
parcel-level data up to the WTD model basins (see “Methodology” below). In 2003, 
WTD redistributed the PSRC forecast area zone (FAZ)-level data through a calculation 
that relied on proportions of non-vacant residential parcels.  

• UrbanSim was benchmarked to the four-county PSRC service area, leading to some 
deviation from the census numbers for smaller areas such as FAZs or WTD model basins. 

• The 2013 model basin boundaries were altered from those used in 2003 based on new 
data and a better understanding of the local contributing conveyance systems.  
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Methodology 

The following steps were used to adapt the PSRC information for wastewater flow projection 
purposes: 

1. WTD provided PSRC with a GIS file of the model basins, including basins in the 
combined area of the service area.  

2. Using the same process that aggregates the parcel level growth forecasting to the FAZ 
level, PSRC aggregated the 2000 and 2010 populations and the 2020, 2030, and 2040 
population forecasts to the model basin level.  

3. After a series of reviews of the forecast output by regional stakeholders including 
agencies providing comprehensive plans and agencies depending on the output for 
decision making such as WTD, PSRC delivered the forecasts to WTD on July 23, 2013. 

4. WTD configured the PSRC population categories to match the three categories used in 
WTD flow models: residential, commercial, and industrial (Table B-1).  

Table B-1. PSRC and WTD Population Categories 

PSRC Category WTD Category 

Population Residential  

Wholesale-Transportation-Utilities (WTU) 

Commercial  

Retail 

Finance-Insurance-Real Estate (FIRE) 

Services 

Government 

Education 

Construction-Resource 

Manufacturing Industrial  

 

5. To determine the number of residents that contribute to the wastewater conveyance 
system, a sewered percentage of the residential population was calculated for each basin: 

o The sewered areas were delineated for 2000 and 2010 through an analysis of 
current wastewater conveyance systems and orthophotography.2 The analysis 
delineated areas that were potentially sewerable in the future given current growth 
management and critical area restrictions. To apply the sewered and sewerable 
percentage to the full residential forecast, it was assumed that 2060 would be the 
decade that all sewerable areas would be connected to the conveyance system. 
(See Attachments A, E, and H.)  

2 An orthophotograph is an aerial photograph geometrically corrected (orthorectified) so that the scale is uniform. 
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o The number of residential parcels in the sewered areas was calculated as the 
number of residential parcels multiplied by the ratio of a particular sewered area 
to the total sewered and sewerable area.  

o The number of multifamily units was obtained from King County and Snohomish 
County parcel databases. Because the Snohomish County data provided a range of 
the number of units (such as 3−5, 5−7), the median of the range was used. 

o The size of a multifamily household in King County was assumed to be 0.73 of 
the size of a single family household, based on information from the King County 
demographer.  

o All multifamily parcels were assumed to be sewered. 

o The single-family residential population was separated into sewered and 
unsewered based on the ratio of residential parcels in the delineated sewered area 
to the total residential parcels in the basin.  

o All growth after 2010 was assumed to be served by sewers. Unsewered 
potentially sewerable areas were assumed to be sewered at a rate of 20 percent per 
decade (Attachment E).  

6. For 2000 and 2010 employment data, PSRC was required to suppress (not provide) 
employment counts in areas with low numbers of workers in order to protect the identity 
of individual workers and employers. A ratio of employees per square foot of non-
residential square footage (provided by PSRC) was generated in each model basin for 
each decade to estimate these populations. For basins in which the employment count 
was suppressed, the employment-to-square-footage ratio was extrapolated from 2020 and 
2030 values back to 2000 and 2010. These ratios were then multiplied by the 2000 and 
2010 square footage to estimate total employment.3  

7. WTD linearly extrapolated the 2010−2040 projections to project population and 
employment through 2060. 

Forecast Summary 
Figure B-1 shows previous and current population and employment projections for the WTD 
service area. Actual population growth in sewered areas through 2010 is very close to the growth 
forecast 10 years ago. The total residential sewered population is now projected to grow by 49 
percent from 2010 to 2050 compared to 45 percent for the same period using the previous 
forecast. Between 2050 and 2060, residential sewered population is predicted to grow by 8.6 
percent.  

Employment dropped slightly between 2000 and 2010; PSRC forecasts a recovery in 
employment levels by 2020, with employment rising slightly above the previous forecast by 
2040. Commercial and industrial employment is forecast to increase by 12 percent and 3 percent, 
respectively, per decade between 2040 and 2060. 

3 In the 2013 Land Use Forecast, PSRC suppressed employment counts for years 2000 and 2010 in areas with low 
numbers of workers to protect the identity of individual workers and employers. The Washington State Employment 
Security Department, which provides the employment data, requires this suppression. 
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Figures B-2 through B-4 show the previous and current projections for sewered residential 
population, commercial employment, and industrial employment in each regional treatment plant 
service area (West Point, South, and Brightwater plants). Each treatment plant service area 
consists of an aggregate of model basins that send flows to the plant.  

References 
Puget Sound Regional Council. 2012. Analysis and Forecasting at PSRC: 2012 Land Use 
Forecast. http://www.psrc.org/assets/2936/UrbanSim_White_Paper_2012_final.pdf. 

King County. 2004. Methodology for Determining Sewered Population Forecasts for the King 
County Wastewater Service Area Using PSRC Data. King County Department of Natural 
Resources and Parks, Wastewater Treatment Division. 
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Figure B-1. Previous (2004) and Current (2013) Population and Employment Projections 

for the King County Wastewater Service Area (2000–2060) 

 

 
Figure B-2. Previous (2004) and Current (2013) Residential Population Projections for 

Regional Treatment Plant Service Areas (2000–2060) 
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Figure B-3. Previous (2004) and Current (2013) Commercial Employment Projections for 

Regional Treatment Plant Service Areas (2000–2060) 

 
Figure B-4. Previous (2004) and Current (2013) Industrial Employment Projections for 

Regional Treatment Plant Service Areas (2000–2060) 
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Attachment C—Water Consumption  
Wet weather indoor water consumption rates are collected from water purveyors in the 
wastewater service area to estimate base wastewater flows from residential, commercial, and 
industrial users. This attachment provides background on consumption rates used in the most 
recent flow projections, the methodology used to update these rates, and WTD’s updated water 
consumption assumptions. 

Background 

The 1999 Regional Wastewater Services Plan (RWSP) assumed the following rates of indoor 
water consumption (wastewater generation) from the base year of 1990 through the 2030 
planning horizon4: 

• Residential: 60 gallons per capita per day (gpcd) 

• Commercial: 35 gallons per employee per day (gped) 

• Industrial: 75 gped 
Data provided by Seattle Public Utilities (SPU) for 2000 indicated that residential water 
consumption was lower inside than outside Seattle, likely because of greater water conservation 
in the city5:  

• Residential: 56 gpcd inside Seattle and 66 gpcd outside Seattle 

• Commercial: 33 gped  

• Industrial: 55 gped6 
Data through 2003 from water agencies showed that reductions in residential and commercial 
water consumption had been achieved both inside and outside Seattle: 

• Residential: 52.1 gpcd inside Seattle and 62.4 gpcd outside Seattle 

• Commercial: 32.4 gped inside Seattle and 30–33 gped outside Seattle 

• Industrial: no data 
To accommodate projected water conservation, the 2004 projections assumed a 10 percent 
reduction in per capita consumption from the 2000 levels by 2010 and no additional reduction 
thereafter (Table C-1).  
  

4 Wastewater 2020 Plus: Existing Conditions  
5 Regional Wastewater Services Plan 2004 Update, Table 2-2, 
http://your.kingcounty.gov/dnrp/library/wastewater/wtd/construction/Planning/RWSP/CompReview/04/04_Update.
pdf.  
6 King County’s Industrial Waste Program data indicated that the permitted industrial process flow was 22 gped. To 
account for the contribution from industrial employees, this process flow rate was added to the commercial water 
consumption rate (33 gped) for a total industrial per-employee daily usage rate of 55 gped.  
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Table C-1. Assumed Water Consumption and Conservation Rates, 2000–2050  

Type of Consumption 
2000 

(gallons per person 
per day) 

2010 and Beyond) 
(gallons per person 

per day) 

Residential (Seattle) 56 50 

Residential (non-Seattle) 66 60 

Commercial 33 30 

Industrial 55 50 

 

Methodology  

To update the projected base wastewater flow, the three largest water suppliers—Alderwood 
Water and Wastewater District, Cascade Water Alliance, and SPU–and the City of Auburn, City 
of Kent, and City of Renton were contacted (Table C-2). Information was requested on 
residential population served (both single family and multifamily dwellings); commercial and 
industrial employment; and water usage during winter months (November through April) by type 
of water user (residential, commercial, or industrial). If information from an agency was not 
available, WTD reviewed the agency’s water comprehensive plan.  

The process to update projected flows was as follows: 

• Combined the single-family and multifamily residential population and demand numbers 
to conform to WTD planning categories (residential, commercial, and industrial) and 
used combined commercial/industrial numbers when comprehensive plans did not 
apportion employment numbers to separate commercial and industrial categories. Tables 
C-3 and C-4 show population and demand data in the City of Auburn’s plan to illustrate 
the type of data available for analysis. 

• Calculated the “sewerage fraction” of water demand as the ratio of the average wet 
weather (November through April) average daily demand (ADD) to the average annual 
ADD to account for indoor water usage only. Water comprehensive plans provide 
seasonal variations based on the last year or last several years of monthly measurements 
(see Figure C-1 as an example from the City of Renton). Sewerage fractions range from 
80 to 90 percent of the annual ADD.  

• Used the mean of available data between 2008 and 2012 as the 2010 value. 

• Identified current and projected water conservation from the plans. Table C-5 shows the 
projected ADD, with and without conservation, in the Cascade Water Alliance plan. 

• Calculated the “flow factor” (per-capita and per-employee usage) with and without water 
conservation for residential, commercial, and industrial categories: 

o Flow Factor without conservation = Average Daily Demand ×  
 Sewerage Fraction / Population 

o Flow Factor with conservation = (Average Daily Demand – Water Conservation) 
× Sewerage Fraction / Population 
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• Aggregated flow factors to an average flow factor for each treatment plant basin, using a 
population-weighted average. 

• Developed a flow factor for industrial process water usage from King County industrial 
water permit data. 

 
Table C-2. Water Purveyors and Customers in WTD’s Service Area 

Alderwood Water and 
Wastewater District  

Cascade Water 
Alliance 

Seattle Public 
Utilities 

Other Agencies 
Contacted 

City of Edmonds City of Bellevue Cedar River Water and 
Sewer District 

City of Auburn 

City of Everett City of Issaquah City of Bothell City of Kent 
City of Lynnwood City of Kirkland City of Duvall City of Renton 
City of Mountlake Terrace City of Redmond City of Mercer Island  
Cross Valley Water District City of Tukwila City of Renton  
Mukilteo Water District Covington Water District Coal Creek Utility District   
Silver Lake Water & Sewer 
District 

Sammamish Plateau 
Water and Sewer District Highline Water District  

  Skyway Water and 
Sewer District 

Olympic View Water and 
Sewer District 

 

    Shoreline Water District   

    Soos Creek Water and 
Sewer District 

 

    Water District No. 20  
    Water District No. 45  
    Water District No. 49  
    Water District No. 90  
    Water District No.119  
    Water District No.125  

    Woodinville Water 
District 

 

 
Table C-3. Example of Population Projections in Water Comprehensive Plans  

(City of Auburn) 

Year Single 
Family 

Multifamily 
Population 

Commercial 
Employment 

Manufacturing 
and Industry 
Employment 

2007 36,363 13,110 15,522 14,757 

2008 37,318 13,429 14,958 15,263 

2014 37,184 22,671 20,371 17,955 

2018 39,802 24,957 22,798 18,757 

2028 43,766 27,509 28,018 20,253 

Source: City of Auburn, Comprehensive Water Plan, August 2009, Table 4.8, page 4-18. 
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Table C-4. Example of Existing and Projected Average Daily Demand (mgd) 

(City of Auburn) 

Year Single 
Family Multifamily Commercial Mfg/ 

Industry Schools City 
Accounts Irrigation Non-

Revenue 

2008 2.48 1.61 1.22 0.81 0.23 0 0.56 1 

2014 2.52 2.94 1.64 0.96 0.27 0 0.72 1 

2018 2.72 3.20 1.83 1.00 0.29 0 0.78 1 

2028 3.00 3.50 2.24 1.08 0.32 0 0.93 1 

2050 5.35 3.67 2.40 1.08 0.40 0 1.15 1 

Source: City of Auburn, Comprehensive Water Plan, August 2009. Appendix F—Projected Population, ADD, and MDD. 

 

 
Source: City of Renton, Water System Plan Update, December 2012, Appendix I—Demographics. 

Figure C-1. Example of Seasonal Demand by Demographic Category  
(City of Renton) 

 
Table C-5. Example of Average Daily Demand Forecast with Water Conservation (mgd) 

(Cascade Water Alliance) 

Year 
Without Conservation Forecast 

Conservation Total with 
Conservation Residential Non-

Residential Non-Revenue Total 

2010 27.37 10.20 3.03 40.5 0.5 40.0 

2020 28.28 9.91 3.01 41.3 2.2 39.1 

2030 32.92 10.24 3.44 46.6 3.5 43.1 

2040 37.01 10.51 3.79 51.3 4.7 46.6 

2050 42.38 11.33 4.29 57.9 5.6 52.3 

2060 48.57 11.95 4.88 65.3 6.1 59.2 
Source: Cascade Water Alliance, Transmission and Supply Plan, July 2012, Appendix E—Demand Forecast 2010 
(Adjustments to Demand Forecast, November 28, 2011). 
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Residential Water Consumption Rates 
Residential per capita 2008−2012 indoor water consumption rates for water agencies contacted 
are shown in Table C-6. WTD used SPU data for rates inside the city limits. The city is within 
the West Point Treatment Plant service area. To allocate flows from outside the city limits to the 
West Point, South, and Brightwater service areas, the average residential water consumption 
rates were determined as follows:  

• The water consumption rate for each water agency was weighted to wastewater treatment 
plant service area using population numbers provided by the agency. 

• When an agency service area extended outside the wastewater service area or across 
multiple treatment plant service areas, the 2010 PSRC residential population was used to 
estimate the residential population in each service area.  

Table C-7 shows the population served by each water agency, separated by regional wastewater 
treatment plant service areas. The rates are relatively consistent. Most agencies reported per-
capita use of between 50 and 60 gallons per day. With the exception of Renton, the data also 
shows a trend toward lower consumption rates over the 2008−2012 period.  
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Table C-6. Residential Indoor Water Consumption Rates for All Water Agencies Contacted, 2008−2012 

 Water Consumption (gpcd) 

Year Alderwood Auburn Bellevue 

Cascade 
Water 

Alliance Kent Renton 
Soos 
Creek 

SPU 
Purveyors 

SPU 
Seattle 

2008 51.4 
   

52.0 
  

55.0 46.9 

2009 54.6 
 

66.2 
 

50.4 
  

54.1 46.2 

2010 50.4 56.8 63.5 55.3 46.7 58.3 
 

53.2 45.5 

2011 48.6 54.7 65.1 
  

58.8 
 

52.4 44.8 

2012 47.5 51.7 
   

60.2 57.7 51.5 44.1 

Average 50.5 54.4 64.9 55.3 49.7 59.1 57.7 53.2 45.5 

gpcd = gallons per capita per day; SPU = Seattle Public Utilities. 

 
Table C-7. Residential Water Consumption Rates Weighted for Populations in Treatment Plant Service Areas 

 
Population 

 Alderwood Auburn 
Cascade Water 

Alliancea Kent 
SPU 

Purveyorsb SPU Seattle 

Average Water 
Consumption 

(gpcd) 

Inside Seattle city limits (West Point)    603,796 45.5 

Outside Seattle city limits        

South Plant  
 

55,301 275,629 65,777 314,165 
 

53.5 

Brightwater  123,647 
 

96,124 
 

14,174 
 

52.6 

West Point  
    

107,991 
 

53.2 

Subtotal outside Seattle 123,647 55,301 371,753 65,777 436,330 
 

53.5 
gpcd = gallons per capita per day; SPU = Seattle Public Utilities. 
a Bellevue and Soos Creek were included in the Cascade Water Alliance totals. 
b Renton was included in SPU totals. 
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Commercial and Industrial Water Consumption Rates 
Commercial and industrial water consumption rates were typically combined in the water 
comprehensive plans and in the data provided by the water suppliers. A combined commercial-
industrial water consumption rate was calculated for consistent comparison. The resulting sewer 
flows were combined on an employee-weighted basis for each treatment plant service area. The 
reported values and averages for each treatment plant are summarized in Tables C-8 and C-9. 
The flow rates were fairly consistent, ranging from 21–29 gped and averaging 25 gped in the 
separated system outside Seattle city limits. Inside city limits, the rate was 32 gped. 

Data from SPU and consultations with SPU staff indicate that wastewater flow from commercial 
and industrial businesses outside and inside city limits is approximately 90 percent and 85 
percent, respectively, of water usage. 

To conform to WTD forecasting classifications, the combined commercial and industrial 
wastewater rates were separated into commercial and industrial components using discharge 
flow data from King County’s Industrial Waste Program (KCIWP) and the following 
assumptions: 

• Industrial employees generate the same flow per employee as commercial employees, 
plus an additional amount from industrial process water usage. 

• KCIWP’s database of authorized dischargers represents all of the industrial process 
flows. All dischargers that generate and dispose of industrial wastewater are required to 
obtain approval through KCIWP prior to discharging to the King County sewer system. 
Therefore, it was assumed that industrial companies not in the database do not discharge 
process water to the sewer system. 

• Dischargers that are not included in the PSRC definition of industrial industries, such as 
healthcare providers, were removed. 

• Municipal or utility dischargers whose discharge volume appeared unrelated to industrial 
employment were removed. These included discharges from landfills and stormwater 
decant stations. These discharges were separated into dry weather and wet weather 
periods and then combined to estimate a constant flow that was added to the base flow.     

• Dischargers that either were not required to report their discharge volumes or had no 
discharge data were assigned a flow based on their permitted discharge and the average 
ratio of reported discharge to permitted discharge. 

• The flow factors (per-employee usage) were calculated with and without water 
conservation for commercial and industrial categories: 

o Industrial Process Flow = Average Daily Discharge from Industrial Waste  
o Industrial Process Flow Factor = Industrial Process Flow / Industrial 

Employment 
o Commercial Flow Factor = (Commercial + Industrial Water Use) ×  

(Sewerage Fraction) – Industrial Process Flow)/(Commercial + Industrial 
Employment) 

o Industrial Flow Factor = Commercial Flow Factor +  
Industrial Process Flow Factor 
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Table C-8. Combined Commercial and Industrial Indoor Water Consumption Rates for All Water Agencies Contacted, 2008−2012 

 Water Consumption (gped) 

Year Alderwood Auburn Bellevue 

Cascade 
Water 

Alliance Kent Renton 
Soos 
Creek 

SPU 
Purveyors 

SPU 
Seattle 

2008 20.6 
   

32.4 
  

30.2 31.5 

2009 20.2 
 

22.4 
 

30.2 
  

29.3 31.6 

2010 20.1 53.4 17.3 21.6 27.4 26.2 
 

28.5 31.8 

2011 16.5 38.4 22.3 
  

28.1 
 

27.7 31.9 

2012 16.1 41.7 
   

24.9 22.5 26.9 32.1 

Average 18.7 44.5 20.7 21.6 30.0 26.4 22.5 28.5 31.8 

gped = gallons per employee per day; SPU = Seattle Public Utilities. 
 

Table C-9. Combined Commercial and Industrial Water Consumption Rates Weighted for Populations  
in Treatment Plant Service Areas 

 
Population 

Average Water 
Consumption 

(gped) 

 Alderwood Auburn 
Cascade Water 

Alliancea Kent 
SPU 

Purveyorsb 
SPU 

Seattle  

Inside Seattle city limits (West Point)    603,796 45.5 

Outside Seattle city limits        

South Plant  
 

32,923 289,910 56,275 97,070 
 

25.6 

Brightwater  33,128 
 

64,191  15,618 
 

20.6 

West Point  
   

 29,932 
 

28.5 

Subtotal outside Seattle 33,128 32,923 354,101 56,275 142,620 
 

24.9 
gped = gallons per employee per day; SPU = Seattle Public Utilities. 
a Bellevue and Soos Creek were included in the Cascade Water Alliance totals. 
b Renton was included in SPU totals. 
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The industrial process wastewater discharge rate in the South Treatment Plant service area was 
slightly higher at 38 gped than in either the Brightwater (27 gped) or West Point (31 gped) 
service areas (Table C-10). The calculated average commercial flow factors were 30 gped inside 
the City of Seattle and 18 gped outside the City of Seattle. The industrial flow factors 
(combination of process and commercial flow factors) were 54 gped inside and 62 gped outside 
the city.  

 
Table C-10. Calculation of Commercial and Industrial Water Consumption Rates 

  Outside Seattle   

  West Point South Plant Brightwater Total 
Inside 
Seattle 

Commercial employment 29,320 400,439 97,284 527,043 470,692 

Industrial employment  612 55,248 15,652 71,512 33,492 

     Average 
 Commercial + industrial water use 

(gped)a 28.5 25.6 20.6 24.9 
 Sewerage fraction of commercial + 

industrial use (gped)  25.7 23.0 18.6 22.4 31.8 

Industrial process flow factor (gped) 31.2 38.1 26.9 35.6 31.2 

Commercial flow factor (gped) 25.0 18.4 14.8 18.2 29.7 

Industrial flow factor (gped)b 56.3 56.6 41.8 53.8 60.9 
a Seattle Public Utilities supplied the per-capita water usage for the sewerage fraction only. 
b Industrial flow factor = industrial process flow factor + commercial flow factor. Rounding may create an apparent discrepancy 
between the numbers and their totals. 

Updated Planning Assumption (Flow Factors) 
Review of residential loading factors from the three largest water suppliers—Alderwood Water 
and Wastewater District, Cascade Water Alliance, and Seattle Public Utilities—and from the 
City of Auburn, City of Kent, and City of Renton indicates reductions in winter-time water usage 
rates since 2000. Thus, the flow factors for residential water usage have been updated from 56 
gpcd (2000) to 46 gpcd (2010) inside Seattle and from 66 gpcd (2000) to 54 gpcd (2010) outside 
Seattle for all treatment plant service areas (Table C-11).  

For the base year 2000 projections, one commercial (33 gpcd) and one industrial (55 gpcd) flow 
factor were used for both inside and outside Seattle. Because commercial and industrial water 
usage rates have also declined, the flow factors for commercial water usage in 2010 have been 
updated to 30 gped in Seattle and 18 gped outside Seattle and industrial flow factors have been 
updated to reflect the variation in treatment plant service areas. The industrial flow factors range 
from 45 gped to 68 gped, depending on location (Table C-11). 
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Table C-11. 2010 Per Capita Flow Factors 

  West Point South Plant Brightwater 

  
Inside 
Seattle 

Outside 
Seattle 

Inside 
Seattle 

Outside 
Seattle 

Outside 
Seattle 

Residential (gpcd) 46 54 46 54 54 
Commercial (gped) 30 18 30 18 18 
Industrial (gped) 61 49 68 56 45 
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Attachment D—Water Conservation  
This attachment describes the methodology used to estimate water conservation rates through 
2060 and the resulting water conservation planning assumption used for all portions of the 
service area and all categories of users. 

Methodology 
Water conservation was defined as the ratio of the projected future per-person winter-time water 
use relative to the 2010 per-person winter-time water use rate. SPU provided winter-time water 
use forecasts for its service area both inside and outside the city. The following information was 
used to forecast water usage for other suppliers: 

• Conservation rates for the area served by the Cascade Water Alliance were taken from 
Table 3.2 of the Cascade Water Alliance Transmission and Supply Plan, July 2012. The 
winter-time water reduction was calculated as twice the reduction in average daily 
demand less the peak season daily demand.  

• The City of Renton’s Water System Plan Update, December 2012, assumed an average 
annual reduction in water use by 0.5 percent per connection and per employee per year 
through 2020 (Section 4.1.2, page 4-2). 

• Alderwood Water and Wastewater District’s Water Comprehensive Plan, August 2009, 
provided average day demand with and without additional conservation. WTD used the 
ratio of these numbers as the projected water conservation rate. 

Updated Planning Assumption 
A water use reduction of 5 percent per decade, resulting in a 2030 water consumption rate of 90 
percent of the 2010 rate, was chosen as the water conservation assumption for all geographic 
areas and categories of water users. No additional water conservation after 2030 was assumed. 
This reduction is shown in Figure D-1, along with the projected reductions based on 
conservation rates from the water suppliers. The selected rate indicates more water conservation 
than projected by the Cascade Water Alliance, but less than projected by SPU. Because the 
forecasts depend on social choices, there is a significant amount of uncertainty in the forecasts. 
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Figure D-1. Water Usage Reductions from Projected Water Conservation  
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Attachment E—Sewered Area Growth Rate  
This attachment presents background on the planning assumption used to estimate additional 
areas served by sewers in the regional wastewater service area, describes the methodology used 
to update the assumption, and gives the updated assumption. 

Background 
WTD works with local sewer agencies to delineate model basins in the regional wastewater 
service area into three categories: sewered, potentially sewerable, and not sewerable (see 
Attachment H). One of WTD’s planning assumptions is the rate of increase in areas served by 
sewers, either through new development or conversion of septic systems to sewers. This 
assumption is used to estimate the residential population served by the system and to model 
current and future base wastewater flows and infiltration/inflow (I/I) into the system. For the 
2004 RWSP update and 2007 CSI plan update, it was assumed that 90 percent of potentially 
sewerable area in 2000 would be sewered by 2030 and 100 percent by 2050. 

Methodology 
The following methodology was used to update this planning assumption: 

• Delineated the service area into three categories—sewered, potentially sewerable, and not 
sewerable areas—based on 2010 conditions. The methodology for this delineation is 
described in Attachment H. 

• Compared the 2010 delineation to the 2000 delineation to determine the rate of 
conversion from potentially sewerable to sewered area in the 10-year period. (The 
conversion to a GIS-based analysis in 2000 prevents a useful comparison with previous 
delineations.) 

• Extrapolated the new planning assumption from the observed rate of conversion. 

Updated Planning Assumption 
From 2000 to 2010, 17 percent of the unsewered potentially sewerable area available in 2000 
was converted to sewered area. This is equivalent to 20 percent of the sewerable area available in 
2010. The updated assumption is that this rate will continue, with 20 percent of the 2010 
potentially sewerable area will be sewered each decade until 100 percent is sewered by 2060 
(Table E-1).  

Figure E-1 shows the assumed rate of conversion under the previous planning assumption, the 
actual rate of conversion between 2000 and 2010, and the projected rate of conversion under the 
new assumption. 
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Table E-1. Sewered Area Allocations 

Year Sewered Percentage Application 

2000 2000 sewered 

2010 2010 sewered 

2020 2010 sewered + 20% x potentially sewerable 

2030 2010 sewered + 40% x potentially sewerable 

2040 2010 sewered + 60% x potentially sewerable 

2050 2010 sewered + 80% x potentially sewerable 

2060 2010 sewered + 100% x potentially sewerable 

 

 

 

Figure E-1. Actual and Assumed Rates of Conversion of Potentially 
Sewerable Area to Sewered Area, 2000−2060  
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Attachment F—Degradation I/I  
This attachment provides background on inflow and infiltration (I/I) degradation assumptions 
used in most recent flow projections, the methodology used to update the assumptions, and 
WTD’s updated average wet weather and peak I/I rate planning assumption. 

Background 
I/I degradation is the slow decline in the condition of the sewer system that allows an increase in 
I/I flows. Degradation includes cracks in pipes, pulled joints, deteriorations of pipes, joints and 
connection at manholes, construction damage, and traffic damage to manholes that occur over 
time. Increases in I/I can also be caused by illicit connections to the sanitary sewer system.   

Recent WTD planning efforts, including the RWSP update (2004) and CSI plan update (2007), 
assumed that degradation from 2000 conditions would be 7 percent per decade, with a limit of 28 
percent over a 40-year period. This assumption was applied to both average wet weather and 
peak flows. The application of the assumption to average wet weather flows (AWWF) was used 
in projections of future treatment plant flows. The peak flow application of the assumption was 
used in determining capacity in the separated conveyance system.  

AWWF and peak I/I degradation assumptions were analyzed separately during the process to 
update planning assumptions. 

Average Wet Weather I/I Degradation  
Methodology 
AWWF consists of base wastewater flow plus average wet weather I/I. Flow data from the South 
Treatment Plant was used to search for any trends in AWWF. South Plant data was used because 
the plant has a long period of record and treats flows predominantly from the separated portion 
of the conveyance system. The flow data was prepared for analysis by removing flow transfer 
data, for example the York Pump Station flow transfers, and normalized for size of the service 
area and for variations in rainfall.  

Figure F-1 displays South Plant flow data between 1985 and 2012. Both annual and rain 
normalized average wet weather I/I are displayed. No discernible trend was identified in the data. 
The lack of a trend may be a result of less infiltration from newer portions of sewer systems 
offsetting degradation in the older portions. It is also possible that average wet weather I/I is not 
sensitive to system degradation using a six-month averaging time.  
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Figure F-1. Annual and Normalized Average Wet Weather Infiltration/Inflow  

at South Treatment Plant, 1985−2012 

Updated Planning Assumption 
Because no discernible trend in average wet weather I/I was found in the flow data, no 
degradation factor will be applied to the average wet weather I/I.  

Peak I/I Degradation  
Methodology  
The previous assumed I/I degradation rate was compared to predicted peak I/I flows in model 
basin areas between 2000 and 2010. Model basins are areas delineated to help quantify flow 
contributed by local sewer systems to various portions of the King County conveyance system 
(Attachment H).  

The initial step was to review basin characteristics to identify model basins that had minimal 
change over the decade. The following characteristics were reviewed:  

• Amount of change in sewered area  
• Amount of change in the wastewater collection system 
• Comparison of base wastewater flow to population based estimate  
• Verification of meter placement and model flows  
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Forty basins were selected and then further screened to remove basins with poor quality data or 
data gaps and to recalibrate several basins. Thirty-two basins were carried forward for analysis 
(Figure F-2).  

The analysis of the 32 model basins resulted in a wide range of degradation. The largest increase 
in I/I was 110 percent. The largest decrease was 15 percent. The wide variation in results could 
be due to the small amount of flow involved in the increase or decrease of peak I/I flow 
compared to the range of accuracy of flow meters and model calibration. Flow meters are 
generally accurate to within 10 to 15 percent depending on installation and flow conditions. A 
good model calibration may be accurate to within 5 percent.  

Updated Planning Assumption 
The variability in the results is considered too great to have a high confidence in an average 
value. Therefore, WTD will maintain the existing planning assumption for peak I/I degradation 
rate of 7 percent per decade to the planning horizon (50 years) for forecasting future wastewater 
flows.  
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Figure F-2. Model Basins Used for Comparison of 2000 and 2010 Predicted Peak I/I Flows  
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Attachment G—New Construction I/I  
The new construction peak I/I rate is applied to areas where growth in the sewered area has 
occurred. The rate is used to project future peak flows in the separated portion of King County’s 
wastewater service area. The new construction I/I values can have an impact on peak flow rates 
particularly in parts of the sewer service area where significant growth is anticipated. 

Methodology 
For the base-year 2000 flow projections, WTD assumed 1,500 gallons per acre per day (gpad) as 
the peak 20-year I/I in areas constructed in the previous 10 years, with an increase of 7 percent 
per decade to approximately 2,000 gpad over four decades. The projections were based on peak 
I/I rates calculated from data collected in 2000−2002 as a part of the Regional Infiltration and 
Inflow Control Program flow monitoring effort.  

To update the assumption, new construction I/I basins were identified by comparing local sewer 
system GIS data and aerial photographs from 2000−2002 and from 2009−2011, the recent 
Decennial Flow Monitoring period. 

Once the basins were identified, the flow data and calibrated basin models were reviewed and 
populated with 60-year extended time series (ETS) precipitation and evaporation data. Long-
term runs were performed and peak I/I flow rates were identified and ranked to estimate the 20-
year peak I/I for the baseline year of 2010. 

Five basins were identified as having almost entirely new construction since the previous WTD 
flow monitoring period. The basins and their peak I/I flow rates are listed in Table G-1. I/I flow 
frequency plots for the given basins are shown in Figures G-1 through G-5.  

Table G-1. New Construction I/I for 2010 

Basin 
Number Basin Name 

Sewered 
Acres in 2010 

20-Year Peak I/I 
(gpad)a 

20-Year Peak 
I/I (mgd) 

ALD046 Canyon Creek 262 1,200 0.32 
RDM041 Novelty Hill 636 1,840 1.17 
SVL005 Silver Lake  171 2,000 0.34 
ISS015 Tallus 103 3,040 0.32 
ISS016 Issaquah Highlands 344 5,100 1.78 
a The 20-year peak I/I is the value calculated from the best fit curve equation for the 20-year return 
period. 
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Figure G-1. Infiltration/Inflow Frequency for Canyon Creek Basin 

 
Figure G-2. Infiltration/Inflow Frequency for Novelty Hill Basin 
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Figure G-3. Infiltration/Inflow Frequency for Silver Lake Basin 

 
Figure G-4. Infiltration/Inflow Frequency for Tallus Basin 
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Figure G-5. Infiltration/Inflow Frequency for Issaquah Highlands Basin 

Updated Planning Assumption 
The median 20-year peak I/I rate from the five basins reviewed was selected as the updated 
planning assumption. The median rate is 2,000 gpad. This assumption will be applied by 
assigning an initial rate of 2,000 gpad with degradation applied starting one decade after 
construction. The updated assumption is an increase from the previous assumption of an initial 
new construction I/I rate of 1,500 gpad. 
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Attachment H—Model Basin and Service 
Area Delineation  
This attachment describes the methodology for delineating model basins and sewered/unsewered 
areas in King County’s wastewater service area. 

Model Basin Delineation 
The model basins were delineated to quantify flow contributed by local sewer systems to various 
portions of the King County conveyance system. In general, the model basins were also 
delineated to quantify flow from each local sewer agency, although some model basins contain 
portions of flow from multiple sewer agencies.  

The general boundary of each model basin was determined through the placement of the flow 
meters installed during the 2009−2011 Decennial Flow Monitoring. The meters were generally 
placed to match the location used in the Regional Infiltration and Inflow Control Program flow 
monitoring (2000−2002) to aid the comparison of flows in each basin. A number of data sources, 
including sewer comprehensive plans and available mapping of local sewers, were used to 
determine the area tributary to each modeling flow meter. Because the model basins will be used 
for future flow estimation, the boundaries of the basins were placed to encompass the future 
basin limit for the eventual sewered area, not just the currently sewered area. The actual 
boundary for each model basin was defined geographically using the King County GIS parcel 
coverage as a basis. The model basins are shown in Figure H-1. 
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Figure H-1. Model Basins in King County Wastewater Service Area 
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Sewered and Unsewered Delineation 
The primary purpose for classifying the service area is to distinguish between sewered and 
unsewered areas and to further distinguish unsewered areas as potentially sewerable or 
unsewerable. Sewerable areas are used in planning for future flows. Various sources of 
information, including sewer comprehensive plans, local sewer maps, aerial photography (2010), 
and parcel data were used to create a GIS layer with the proper boundaries and classifications. 

A general description of the three major service area classifications is provided below. More 
detailed descriptions of the individual service area classifications are shown in Table H-1. 

• Sewered Area. An area served by a separated or combined sewer collection system. Can 
be entire parcels or portions of large parcels.  

• Potentially Sewerable Areas. Land areas (developed or undeveloped) that could 
potentially be sewered in the future. Includes vacant parcels and areas currently served by 
on-site sewage systems (OSS) and portions of parcels where part of the parcel is 
considered sewered and another portion is not sewered. 

• Not Sewerable Areas. Includes publicly owned parklands, sensitive areas (such as steep 
slopes), freeway rights-of-way, and water bodies where development is not expected to 
occur. 

As with delineation of the model basins, parcel boundaries were used as the basis for delineating 
sewered and unsewered areas. Distinguishing between potentially sewerable areas and not 
sewerable areas was somewhat subjective. For properties served by sewers, the entire parcel was 
considered sewered unless the size of the parcel was greater than 1.5 acres (approximately 
60,000 square feet). If a parcel greater than 1.5 acres contains open space that would not 
contribute to I/I, the open space was designated as unsewered.  

For developed areas containing many small parcels, a threshold of 1.5 acres was also used to 
differentiate between sewered or unsewered. For example, if an area of small parcels (each less 
than 1.5 acres) is generally developed and sewered, then all the parcels were classified as 
sewered. However, if a group of small parcels totaling at least 1.5 acres appeared undeveloped or 
unsewered, then the appropriate potentially sewerable or not sewerable classification was used.  

A 5-foot buffer on either side of sewers that do not have any service connections (“orphan 
sewers”) was added to the sewered area at the end of the delineation process to include the 
possible infiltration from pipes in the sewered area. 

The sewered area in the model basin is the area used in the model as the model basin area. 
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Table H-1. Sewer Service Area Classifications 

Code Type Description 

Sewered 

S Sewered 

Areas adjacent to sewer lines or with sewer lines running through them that contain at 
least one building and are served by the sanitary sewer system. These may be entire 
parcels or portions of parcels. Also includes roads that have sewer lines in them. 
Sewer lines traversing properties that are not sewered (without connections) will be 
buffered 5 feet on either side; this buffer will be considered sewered. 

Potentially Sewerable 

U Undeveloped 

Undeveloped but potentially sewerable.a Parcels that are listed as vacant or showing 
no improvement value in the King County Assessor’s data and appear to be vacant in 
the 2010 aerial photo. The U classification applies only to entire parcels or groups of 
parcels that are undeveloped and not sewered. 

D Developed 

Not sewered area that is developed and may be sewered in the future.a Typically 
these are older residential areas that are served by individual on-site sewage disposal 
systems (OSS or septic tank and drainfield systems). The D classification applies only 
to entire parcels or groups of parcels that are developed and not sewered.  

Y 

Potentially 
sewerable area 
that is not 
sewered 

Y can be used to designate areas as potentially sewerable, without breaking down 
parcels or groups of parcels as U (undeveloped) or D (developed). Y is also used in 
undeveloped areas where development may be less dense than underlying zoning 
because of site constraints. If a parcel (or group of parcels) is partially sewered, Y is 
applied to the remainder of the parcel if vacant and potentially sewerable. 

AGY Agricultural 
Parcels or portions of parcels currently in agricultural use. Includes parcels that are in 
State of Washington Current Use Taxation programs. These programs discourage 
development through tax penalties; however, the land is still potentially developable.  

Not Sewerable 

A Airfield 
Portions of airports that are not sewered. The portions of airports connected to the 
sanitary sewer system, such as control towers and buildings associated with 
maintenance or administration, are considered sewered.  

AGZ Agricultural 

Fields under cultivation or which may potentially be cultivated. The AGZ designation 
only applies to areas that are in King County Agricultural Production Districts (APDs). 
It does not include Current Use Taxation Parcels that are in agricultural use outside of 
APD (see AGY in Sewerable). Farmhouses and buildings related to the processing of 
farm products that may be connected to the sanitary sewer system are considered 
sewered.  

C Cemetery 
Portions of cemetery grounds that are not sewered. Developed portions of cemeteries, 
such as administration buildings, that are connected to the sanitary sewer system are 
considered sewered. 

FY Freeway Transportation corridors and associated rights-of-way of major freeways and 
highways.  

G Golf Course Portions of golf courses that are not sewered. Clubhouses, restaurants, and other 
buildings that are connected to the sanitary sewer system are considered sewered.  

P Private Park 

Open space that is not likely subject to further development and is not publicly owned. 
This includes common areas associated with plats, multifamily complexes, and other 
commercial developments. These areas often have other constraints that may prevent 
them from being developed. In the case of multifamily and commercial development, 
the portions of the parcels connected to the sanitary sewer system are considered 
sewered. 
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Code Type Description 

PP Public Park 

Public parks and public open space identified by King County Assessor’s information. 
Includes publicly owned parcels that are not developed such as water tower areas. 
Developed portions associated with restrooms and other buildings connected to the 
sanitary sewer system are considered sewered. 

PR Park & Ride Publicly owned Park & Ride lots on separate parcels. 

R Recreational Visually discernable recreational facilities, including baseball diamonds, football fields, 
running tracks, and tennis courts, associated with public schools. 

RUR Rural Areas 
Areas on the rural side of the urban growth boundary (UGB). There are some minor 
exceptions to this rule because of permitted uses and sewer service provided prior to 
establishment of the UGB. 

RD 
Retention/ 
Detention 
Ponds 

Stormwater control facilities identified by aerial photographs and/or King County 
Assessor’s data.  

SB Stream Buffer Undeveloped areas adjacent to stream corridors. Varies with stream classification. 

SS Steep Slopes 

Undeveloped areas having an average slope of 40% or greater over 10 feet of 
elevation, as determined using the steep slope coverage generated by WTD GIS. The 
WTD GIS staff used United States Geological Survey (USGS) maps at 20-foot 
contours along with Digital Elevation Model (DEM) coverage to create the steep slopes 
coverage. A 40% slope over 10 feet of elevation is the King County Sensitive Areas 
standard for steep slopes. Some of these steep slope sensitive areas are included in 
other unsewerable areas such as parks and therefore have not been noted. Areas that 
are developed (D) or sewered (S) and lie within the SS coverage are assigned their 
respective code, D or S. 

W Water Body 

Freshwater lakes, estuaries, lakes, and the lower portions of rivers wide enough to 
have been included in the county’s Water Body coverage. Edge of the water body is 
considered to be Shorelines coverage. This coverage may not follow parcel lines or 
the image of the water’s edge in the aerial photograph.  

WF Wetland/ 
Floodplains 

Undeveloped parcels in wetlands and floodplains as designated in King County GIS 
coverage used for this project. 

Z 

Not sewerable 
parcels that are 
not covered by 
other definitions 

Includes limited access publicly and privately owned parcels (some city rights-of-way, 
railroad rights-of-way, etc.)  

a Not sewered areas that are potentially sewerable can be coded as U, D, or Y. U and D polygons indicate whether there is 
any current development on the property. However, in some cases, Y is used to reduce the effort required to delineate the 
differences between developed and undeveloped areas that are not sewered. 
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